Chapter 7 – Questions 1 to 5
Real vs. Nominal & Correcting Data for Inflation
What Counts in GDP?
Percent Changes in Nominal, Real, Etc.
Inflation Rate / Price Index (CPI / GDP Deflator)

Chapter 8 – Questions 6 to 8
Calculating Unemployment Rate, Employment/Pop Ratio, Labor Force Participation Rate
Full Employment, Natural Rate of Unemployment, Potential GDP
Definition of Inflation & Problems created by Inflation Stages of the Business Cycle
Frictional, Structural Unemployment

Chapter 9 – Questions 9 to 12
LR Equilibrium
Bond Prices and Interest Rates
Four key markets in the circular flow diagram
Real and nominal interest rate equation calculation (FORMULA) Impact of appreciation/depreciation on imports/exports
Definitions of fiscal and monetary policy

Chapter 10 – Questions 13 to 17
Factors that shift AD Shifts in LRAS
Changes in SRAS/AD and the impact on P & Y Self-correcting mechanism
Impact of increase in expected rate of inflation in AD/AS model

Chapter 11 – Questions 18 to 20
Expenditure multiplier application problem (FORMULA) Keynesian policy

Chapter 12 – Questions 21 to 22
The crowding out view/effect
New classical view of impact of fiscal policy

Chapter 13 – Questions 23 to 30
Open market operations by the Fed
Deposit expansion / money multiplier (FORMULA) The Federal Reserve (Fed)
Definition of fiat money
What is the federal funds rate
Three basic functions of money Tools of the Fed and how they work
The M1 money supply and what is and isn't in it

Chapter 14 [and Special Topic 4 at end of Textbook]– Questions 31 to 36, AND Questions 39 and 40
The monetarists and the constant growth rate rule The quantity theory of money
Equation of exchange (normal and % change versions both) (FORMULA) Impact of changes in money supply (short run AND long run effects)
Keynes vs. Hayek Rap Video (see special topic 4 at end of book for material and workbook questions)
Austrian View of Business Cycle including mal-investment (see special topic 4 for questions)

Chapter 15 – Questions 37 to 38
The Phillips Curve
Modern Phillips Curve & what happens when inflation is over/under estimated